An Electrochemical Biosensor for Rapid Detection of Pediatric Bloodstream Infections.
Bloodstream infections are major contributing factors of morbidity and mortality among children. Precise and timely identification of causative agents can improve the clinical management and outcome of the infection, potentially saving lives. Electrochemical biosensors previously described by Gao et al. (2017) have the potential to deliver greater speed and discrimination. However, to date there are no data that determine whether the age of the host would cause bacteria to demonstrate different growth characteristics, or whether pediatric samples would behave differently using this electrochemical biosensor. The importance of this knowledge gap is clear: the preclinical testing phase of this line of research is limited by the relative lack of pediatric healthy blood volunteers to complete this work. Therefore, in this study we have applied this novel technology to diagnose bacteria spiked into pediatric blood and compared directly with adult blood samples. Only 180 µL of blood was utilized from both adult and pediatric volunteers and inoculated with Escherichia coli 67, and the signals generated at different time points were compared. We were able to demonstrate that the signals generated by adult and pediatric blood were not significantly different with this detection technology.